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Your Teen in 
Context

From the Brain to the Borders

Risk & resilience in the brain, at base camp (family and friends), and on the borders (society, social media, beliefs about self from cultural messages, i.e. 
gender) What are risks? Adversity that kids face. Today, 3 categories: Brain, Basecamp, and Borders.



Adversity Within

Teens face adversity within the brain, as underdeveloped minds are faced with the task of making healthy decisions. Our worlds are built by adults and for 
adults. Your teen makes choices from the inside out



Your Lizard Teen

Teens react from their reptilian brains, the oldest and most primitive parts of our brains, which control instinct and gut reactions.



Receive

React

Respond

Remember that time your teen told you the world was going to end when you said they could not go out partying with their friends? Teens’ apocalyptic 
responses to seemingly harmless triggers are actual a sign of normal development.



Bounce-back teens are 
whole-brain teens.

Teenagers thrive when both the horizontal and vertical components of their brain are active. This means moderate risk-taking and access to sensory 
experiences (social media and gaming) balanced with supervision (don’t restrict, supervise). This also means increased opportunities for empathy (service 
opportunities) and creativity (academic and emotional challenges). Most of all, this means safe connection at base-camp.



Positive memory storage

Limiting the reactive brain

Right Brain 
Empathy

Left Brain 
Creativity

Vertical integration means accepting emotional expression (i.e. sadness, powerlessness, and loneliness for boys and anger, imperfection for girls) and 
modeling safe emotional expressiveness (don’t react to the behavior, respond to the need). Horizontal integration means providing opportunities for 
creative problem solving (letting kids struggle) and teaching kids to tune out as well as in.



Problems at Base-Camp

Kids suffer both when their relationships to base-camp are uncertain (parental relationships), but also when base-camp relationships suffer (spousal 
relationships). 



Adversity Between

Conflict

Stress

Acting Out

We often take an inside-out perspective on our teens’ behavior. The problems exist within them, not between us. But what if your teen’s behaviors are 
more complex? Family therapists call teens symptom bearers because they often bear the symptoms of the strained relationships around them.



Bullying
Academic Stress

Family Transitions

Social Exclusion
Fitting In

Peer Pressure

Base-Camp Bummers

It’s not just conflict in the nuclear family that causes adversity.



Adversity Between

Symptoms Within

Base-camp adversity creates symptoms that manifest in the brain. (sadness, lethargy, apathy, externalizing emotions and behaviors like sexual outbursts) 
Teens don’t only bear the symptoms of their internal problems. They are also incredibly sensitive to problems at base camp. 



Bounce-back teens 
are connected teens.

Resilience - The ability to adapt well to adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats, or significant stress 
Healthy relationships reduce the risk of academic problems and risky behaviors 
Healthy relationships increase teens’ ability to bounce back



Adversity Around

Social influences are anything that extend beyond the reach of base-camp that still affects your teen’s behavior: 
-Media: social, electronic 
-Social messages about body image & risky sexual behavior 
-Celebration of alcohol, violence, and drug use



–Every parent of every teen who ever lived

“Teens make parents vulnerable.”

As parents, we want to react to our kids’ pain. We want to protect our children from base camp and border adversities. The problem is that our teens 
sometimes work against us. So, as a parent of a teen, what is our response? What do you do when you care more about your teens’ well-being than they 
do?



Border Patrol

Supervision > Restriction Risk > Trust

Parents play the role of border patrol to supervise and monitor the impact of border adversity on their teens.  
-Time to let kids struggle and use their whole brain to find creative solutions to their adversity 
-Rather than expect trust and respect, take risks and then respond to the outcome. If you don’t want to take the risk, don’t.  
-Child has a phone? That’s a risk.  
-Child drives? Risk. 
-Child stays at home for a few hours while you are away? Risk.  
-Emphasize supervision. The more your risks are returned with a positive benefit, the more you can risk in the future.  
-Trust and respect are words for equals. 



Bounce-back teens 
are supervised teens.

-Tension between independence and childhood  
-Some in our culture say, “They’re still a kid and shouldn’t have independence.” Others say, “They are little adults.”  
-Of course, like all polarities. There is a middle ground.



Respond

Restrain

Reveal

Given the foundation of a loving parental relationship, parents really have three basic tasks in raising teenagers. 
Respond: to needs for love; respond to the need rather than react to the behavior 
Restrain: Kids need limits; enforce limits by discovering the need behind the behavior 
Reveal: through vulnerability; reveal appropriate behavior; reveal resilience through struggle


